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Cranberry Chutney Supplies 
 

 

These 8" finished blocks are so much fun to make as each one is created randomly 

(or you could be more structured if you prefer), thus you don't need to stress over 

matching points other than your block corners.  Because you'll be inserting finished 

strips of 1/2" you block is always the same size whether you add just one strip or 

four.  My sample has finished at 40-1/2" x 48-1/2" and I used 14 different fabrics.  

The pattern shows several different sizes:  Table Runner (18 blocks) – 16" x 72"; 

Throw (56 blocks) – 56" x 64"; Extra Large Throw (72 blocks) – 64" x 72". 

 

 

REQUIRED PATTERN:  

Cranberry Chutney by Kenna Ogg for Madison Cottage Design 

 

 

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS: 

     Table Runner Throw Ex. Large Throw 

     16" x 72"  56" x 64"  64" x 72" 

     18 Blocks  56 Blocks  72 Blocks 

Number of Fat Quarters        6        19        24 

 NOTE:  Allow one fat quarter for three blocks for calculating size. 

 

My sample is 30 blocks (40-1/2" x 48-1/2") and I used 14 different fabrics as I 

wanted lots of color, I also used 1/3 yard cuts and had some left over – you may be 

able to get it from a 1/4 yard cut if you can square it and get 8-1/2" squares.  You'll 

need to cut 8-1/2" squares and strips that are 1" x 8-1/2" for this project. 

 

 

GENERAL SUPPLIES: 

Rotary Cutter and Your Favorite Ruler 

Regular Sewing Thread in Neutral Shade to Blend with Fabric (I like Aurifil) 

New Needles (80/12 Sharp are my favorites) 

Hera Marker, Wooden Iron, Bone Folder, Point Turner (optional but very helpful) 

Straight Pins (I like the Clover Patchwork Pins) 

Seam Ripper (I like the Clover one) 

1/4" Piecing Foot OR the foot you use to achieve this 

Sewing Machine in Good Working Order 

Sewing Machine Bobbins, Power Cord, Foot Pedal, and Manual 
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CLASS PREPARATION: 

If you wish to get a head start on the class you could cut 8-1/2" squares (one for 

each block) and 1" x 8-1/2" strips (approximately 7 or 8 from each fabric makes a 

great start). 

 

 

 

If for any reason you wish to contact me for assistance or with questions PLEASE 

do not hesitate to call or e-mail.  My phone numbers are 503-989-3330 or 360-553-

5470 and my e-mail address is vdjsews@comcast.net.  I will be more than happy to 

help you. 
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